
At Atbion we specialize in developing
innovative and scalable solutions for
your business needs. We offer
custom software development,
mobile application and web design
services. Partner with us for a
technology-driven approach to
digital success.
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OUR
SERVICES

We offer a wide range of software development,
mobile application and web development services.
Our team of experts works with the latest
technologies to create innovative and scalable
solutions for our clients. Whether you need a custom
mobile app, business software, or a modern website,
we're here to help you achieve digital success.

OUR COMPANY

WHO WE
ARE

We are a dynamic and innovative team committed to
excellence, pushing the boundaries in every project
we undertake. With a proven track record of success,
our collaborative spirit and client-centric approach set
us apart. As problem solvers and creative thinkers, we
thrive on delivering cutting-edge solutions tailored to
unique needs. We are not just service providers; we
are dedicated partners in your journey to success,
where innovation meets excellence, and challenges
become triumphs.

WHY
CHOOSE US?
Our seasoned professionals bring extensive
experience, ensuring we deliver cutting-edge
solutions that stay ahead of industry trends. We
pride ourselves on fostering a culture of innovation
to meet and exceed our clients' evolving needs.

EXPERTISE AND INNOVATION

Our client-centric approach goes beyond
delivering services; it involves understanding your
unique challenges and goals. We tailor our
solutions to your specific needs, ensuring a
collaborative and transparent journey toward
achieving your business objectives.

CLIENT-CENTRIC APPROACH

With consistent delivery of exceptional results,
we've earned the trust of our clients and built long-
lasting relationships. Our portfolio showcases
successful projects and satisfied clients,
underscoring our commitment to excellence and
our ability to turn challenges into opportunities.

PROVEN TRACK RECORD OF
SUCCESS



FROM Є1999

ONLINE STORE STARTER

FROM Є2499

FROM Є3299

ENTREPRENEUR
At Atbion, we're more than developers – we're
partners in your entrepreneurial journey. From
launching startups to expanding digital presence,
our services are tailored to amplify your path to
success. With a deep appreciation for your unique
vision, we thrive on transforming ideas into reality.
Your success fuels our dedication, and at Atbion,
we don't just build; we empower entrepreneurs to
make their mark on the world.

SERVICES

WEBSITE STARTER

Custom website development with essential features
including but not limited to: landing page, portfolio,
SEO integration, custom domain settings. Additional
features available upon negotiation. Estimated
delivery time: 30-45 days.

Online store development setup and development with essential features
including but not limited to: landing page, portfolio, SEO integration, custom
domain setup. Product catalog design. Payment gateway integration. Additional
features available upon negotiation. Estimated delivery time: 30-45 days.

MOBILE APP STARTER
The mobile application for entrepreneurs, Android or iOS. Available
option can connect to website information. Additional features
available upon negotiation. 20% discount if you purchase both
platforms (iOS and Android). Estimated delivery time: 1-2 months.



ONLINE STORE APP
STARTER

FROM Є3599

SERVICES

The mobile application for online stores, Android or iOS. Full
functional store app with Payment Gateway integration.
Additional features available upon negotiation. 20% discount if
you purchase both platforms (iOS and Android). Estimated
delivery time: 2-4 months.

FLEXIBLE STARTER FROM Є40/h

Provides a flexible and cost-effective solution for your entrepreneur journey.
With skilled professionals ready to tackle tasks ranging from coding to feature
implementation, we offer on-demand expertise, allowing you to scale
development without committing to a fixed cost. Ideal for small fixes or
features.

ENTREPRENEUR



WEBSITE GROW FROM Є3499

FROM Є4999

STARTUP
we wholeheartedly embrace the dynamic
spirit of startups, offering a suite of services
crafted with a deep understanding of the
unique challenges and ambitions that
startups navigate. Going beyond mere
development, we are committed to propelling
your startup towards success. Whether you're
in the initial stages, scaling rapidly, or
pioneering groundbreaking ideas, our team is
dedicated to transforming your startup vision
into a tangible reality. Your innovative drive
inspires us, the hurdles you overcome
motivate us, and your success propels our
unwavering commitment. Join us on a
journey where creativity meets execution, and
let's build something extraordinary together.
At Atbion, we aren't just developers; we're
your dedicated partners in propelling startups
to leave an indelible mark on the business
landscape

SERVICES

Custom website development with essential features including
but not limited to: landing page, portfolio, SEO integration,
custom domain settings. Complete portfolio for services.
Additional plugins for CRM or similar integrations are included.
Specific features or additional custom development available
upon negotiation. Estimated delivery time: 1-2 months.

MOBILE APP GROW

Custom website development with essential features including but not limited
to: landing page, portfolio, SEO integration, custom domain settings. Complete
portfolio for services. Additional plugins for CRM or similar integrations are
included. Specific features or additional custom development available upon
negotiation. Estimated delivery time: 1-2 months.



ONLINE STORE GROW FROM Є5299

Online store development setup and development with
essential features including but not limited to: landing page,
portfolio, SEO integration, custom domain setup. Product
catalog design. Payment gateway integration. Initial catalog
upload. Opportunity for customized features included.
Additional features available upon negotiation. Estimated
delivery time: 2-3 months.

SERVICES

ONLINE STORE APP GROW FROM Є6599

Mobile application for online stores, Android or iOS. Full functional store app with
Payment Gateway integration. Product catalog design. Initial catalog upload.
Opportunity for customized features included. Additional features available upon
negotiation. 20% discount if you purchase both platforms (iOS and Android).
Estimated delivery time: 4-5 months.

STARTUP



SERVICES

FLEXIBLE GROW
Provides a flexible and cost-effective solution for your project
needs. With skilled professionals ready to tackle tasks ranging
from coding to feature implementation, we offer on-demand
expertise, allowing you to scale development without
committing to a fixed cost. Choose Atbion for efficient and
quality-driven development that keeps you agile and responsive
to project milestones.

FROM Є35/h

FLEXIBLE LONG ENGAGEMENT FROM Є25/h

Tailored for those seeking a sustained partnership over six months or more,
providing an extended runway for continuous development and support. Priced at
Є35/h per hour, this plan offers the flexibility and cost-effectiveness of our hourly
services, ensuring your projects receive dedicated attention and expertise for an
extended duration. Ideal for long-term initiatives, this plan allows you to scale
development efforts seamlessly while maintaining budgetary control. Choose
Atbion for a reliable and adaptable partnership that aligns with the evolving needs
of your projects throughout an extended engagement.

STARTUP



From €17k Medium From €85k Large From €425k

From €25k Medium From €120k Large From €600k

ENTERPRISE
We stand as the vanguard of enterprise
solutions, offering a comprehensive suite of
services meticulously crafted for the
complexities and aspirations of large-scale
organizations. Our enterprise offerings
encompass everything from developing
robust websites and mobile app suites to
implementing advanced cloud solutions and
cutting-edge DevOps practices. With a
proven track record of success, we pride
ourselves on delivering tailored solutions for
enterprises navigating the challenges of the
modern business landscape. Join us in a
collaborative partnership where innovation
converges with industry expertise, and
together, we build the foundations of lasting
success for your enterprise.

SERVICES

WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Our Enterprise Web Application Development service goes
beyond basic websites, crafting sophisticated web applications
tailored to the unique needs of large enterprises. These
applications are designed for robust functionality, scalability,
and security. We ensure seamless integration with existing
systems, providing a cohesive digital experience for both
employees and customers.

Small

MOBILE APP SUITE

Small

Comprehensive solution that spans various platforms, delivering enterprise-level
features for seamless mobility. Whether it's iOS, Android, or cross-platform
applications, our development ensures optimal user experience, security, and
scalability, catering to the diverse needs of a large enterprise workforce.



ENTERPRISESERVICES

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT (CRM) SYSTEM
CRM systems development that are finely tuned to enhance
customer interactions, sales, and marketing efforts. With
advanced features for customer engagement, lead tracking,
and personalized communication, our solutions empower
enterprises to build and maintain meaningful relationships with
their clients.

From €30kSmall Medium From €150k Large From €750k

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS
Supply Chain Management Solutions development aim to streamline and
automate complex supply chain processes, offering improved efficiency, visibility,
and adaptability. From procurement to distribution, our software ensures
seamless coordination, reducing operational costs and enhancing overall supply
chain performance.

From €40kSmall Medium From €200k Large From €1M



ENTERPRISESERVICES

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI) AND
ANALYTICS PLATFORMS

BI and Analytics Platforms empower enterprises to make data-
driven decisions. We deliver advanced reporting, analytics, and
visualization tools, transforming raw data into actionable
insights. With our solutions, businesses can uncover trends,
identify opportunities, and gain a competitive edge in the
market.

From €30kSmall Medium From €150k Large From €750k

DEVOPS AND AUTOMATION FOR
CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTS
DevOps and Automation services tailored for large enterprises, fostering
collaboration and accelerating software delivery. By implementing best practices
in automation, continuous integration, and continuous delivery, we help
organizations achieve faster, more reliable, and efficient development cycles.

From €20kSmall Medium From €100k Large From €500k



ENTERPRISESERVICES

ENTERPRISE CONTENT
MANAGEMENT (ECM) SYSTEM
ECM systems providing a centralized solution for managing vast
amounts of enterprise-wide documents and content. From
document creation to version control and collaboration, our
platforms enhance information organization, retrieval, and
accessibility.

From €25kSmall Medium From €120k Large From €600k

BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTIONS FOR
ENTERPRISES
Blockchain Solutions bringing transparency, security, and trust to enterprise
transactions. We implement blockchain technology to secure and streamline
processes like supply chain management, identity verification, and financial
transactions.

From €40kSmall Medium From €200k Large From €1M



ENTERPRISESERVICES

MULTI-CHANNEL CUSTOMER
SUPPORT PLATFORM
Multi-Channel Customer Support Platforms to centralize and
optimize customer interactions across various channels. By
integrating communication channels and providing robust
ticketing systems, we enhance customer service efficiency,
leading to improved satisfaction and loyalty.

From €20kSmall Medium From €100k Large From €500k

FLEXIBLE LONG ENGAGEMENT

Tailored for those seeking a sustained partnership over six months or more, providing an extended
runway for continuous development and support. Priced at Є35/h per hour, this plan offers the
flexibility and cost-effectiveness of our hourly services, ensuring your projects receive dedicated
attention and expertise for an extended duration. Ideal for long-term initiatives, this plan allows you to
scale development efforts seamlessly while maintaining budgetary control. Choose Atbion for a
reliable and adaptable partnership that aligns with the evolving needs of your projects throughout an
extended engagement.

From €35/hSmall Medium From €30/h Large From €25/h


